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-----Updates and Announcements
-All questions for Q&A (and spotlights) should go to:
earthdawn@subdimension.com
-Submissions for ALL SECTIONS are being taken right now! If you would
like more detailed submission guidelines, email earthdawn@subdimension.com
with the subject "Submissions"
-If you were able to watch 'Dark Angel' on Fox last Tuesday, and liked it, let
the Fox execs know (so they don't cancel it) (try the website fox59.com)!

-----House Rule or Talent Knack of the Month
In the Sky Raider discipline, switch Swift Kick and Unarmed Combat in the
talent ranks.
-----Website of the Month
I get many requests for information about an ED mud, so here is their
webpage. You can sign up for the mailing list (the activity comes and goes). If
you want to/can help, let them know.
http://earthdawn.dragonpaw.org/mud/
-----The Spotlight is on:
Terror Campaigns
Terror campaigns are always fun, but I've found that it's best to run them early
on as a GM, before your players know what you are capable of. And after the
first one, don't run them too often, it will keep your players on their toes.
In terror campaigns, I believe the key is specificity. Let the players know that
there is nothing more to know by giving them more details than they actually
need. They will need time to process the information while you strive to keep
the game moving swiftly.
Be sure, however, that the information you give them is only what their
characters would be able to sense. If their light is limited, make sure that they
know how limited it is, and make the darkness weigh heavily on them. And
don't forget the surprise twist, and logical explanations.
For players IN terror campaigns, my best advice is this: NEVER SPLIT UP.
This is actually good advice for any game, especially because the gm will tend to
take advantage of this, as any good gm would. Let the gm take you where she

wants, that's the only way to get any fun out of it, for all of you. A gm never
wants to force the direction of the game.
The following story is based on a game I ran for my players. I have changed the
characters and the events quite a bit. For a full account of what happened, visit
Archon and Xyra's Legacy pages at: http://saria.tripod.com/saria-ed.html (I am
quite proud of that segment.)
-----Age of Legends
A Dark, Dank Kaer
By: J. Anne Mauck
The kaer was, of course, abandoned by the people of Ganart, long ago when
they began to rebuild in the new outside world. The old troubadour told me
that all we needed to do was retrieve the medicine bowl at the altar and return
it in one piece. Others in the market had told me the place was haunted by
restless spirits. Still others had said I would die or be marked. No one with any
brains had ever gone in there after the people had moved.
I looked to my partner, Arin. "You ready?"
Arin nodded, gripping his sword and, I'm sure, going over his spells.
"Hey," I said quietly. "It's not going to be as bad as they said. They were just
trying to scare us." I hoped that was as true as I had made it sound.
Side by side, as always, we walked into the kaer. As a precaution, Arin cast
flame weapon on a dagger to use as a torch. My superior vision would have
sufficed, for a while, if he had shared it.
There was nothing to be seen, however. The shadows ate our light. What we
could see seemed in good repair, and nothing appeared to have been left
behind. The layout was exactly as the old troubadour had said. The stairs were
directly in front of us.
The only sounds I could hear were the ones I was making. Even Arin, with his
huge stone build, moved more quietly than I. It's just the mystique of the

place, I'd never been inside a kaer before. I just hoped this wouldn't be the
only one.
"Well, at least the stairs aren't so narrow that we have to choose who goes first,"
Arin said quietly, trying to hold back a chuckle.
"It'd be you first anyway, brother," I said, laying my hand on his arm.
"Don't start that now, Mira. Though you mean it as an endearment, I would
hope you consider me closer than a brother. Please, my pretty little elfling, we
have a job to do." He covered my hand with his for a moment before
removing it. "Fear not, together we are strong."
With a little additional prodding, I was ready to go down the stairs. While
there had been some light before, down below there was nothing. Not the
darkness of the forest on a moonless night, but the kind of darkness you expect
will consume you at death.
There were fourteen steps, I made note in case I lost my nerve and wanted to
run. I would never intentionally leave Arin behind, but if I ran, he would
follow. The descent was near torturous, pausing on each step as we did.
Once at the bottom, I realized the stairs had curved. No light at all from above
reached us. "Maybe we need another light?"
Arin nodded and gestured toward my sword. The added flame brightened the
immediate area, but there was still a pool of darkness in the center of the room.
"Puzzling," he said.
Puzzling, indeed. Not quite the word I would have chosen, but it takes quite a
bit more to rattle Arin.
With a glance, we separated, following the wall, trying to determine the edge of
the darkness. After no more than six steps, something dark fluttered over my
head. With a strangled shriek, I ducked.
Arin rushed to my side. "I saw it," he said. "It's just a bat."
"Sure, and it's just a bowl."

He put his arm around my shoulders. "We should walk around the edge
together."
I straightened up and willed my heart to slow some. "No, I can do this." I
smiled. "It was just a bat, right?"
"Perhaps we should try to light the way." Arin tossed his burning dagger out
into the darkness. I followed its progress until its soft landing. It burned for a
moment and faded away, eaten by the darkness. I exhaled slowly. "Give me
your sword."
I handed it to him and he knelt on the edge of the step. The center floor of the
chamber had been dug out -- this was the edge of the darkness. As Arin
lowered my sword over the pit, the blackness began to sparkle. I rubbed my
eyes, but it didn't change. He reached his free hand down. I closed my eyes
when it began to disappear, but he only chuckled.
"Relax, Mira. It's black sand." He stood up and returned my sword. "Let's
grab the bowl and be done with this."
*******************
Once we returned the bowl, there was much laughter, mostly at our expense.
As the townspeople drew lots to see who would return the bowl to the kaer, we
realized we'd been had. Talking to some children, including the old
troubadour's granddaughter, we learned that they send adventurers new to
town on this 'initiation' hunt as often as possible. But only once was
something ever in there to hunt them back. But since I'm not a troubadour,
I'll leave that tale to someone else...
-----Adventure Hook
The animals in a limited area are acting strangely. Pets are acting as though
they were wild, domestic animals are vicious. Wild animals are acting as
though they were raised among Name-givers, playing in the streets of towns. If
this problem isn't enough to attract your players, have a wild animal or two
follow them around and act like pets.

-----Famous Words
Two illusionists were walking down the road when they came upon a shiny
piece of metal just lying there. The first one picked it up and looked at it,
seeing himself. He said, "Hey, I know this guy." The second illusionist looked
at the first illusionist and said, "Of course, dummy. That's me."
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